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Measuring primary production (PP) is of major importance to evaluate how lakes are recovering from eutroph-
ication. The classical sampling method involves radiolabelled carbon incubated in bottles at selected depth. Yet
the logistic associated with this method prevents scientists from sampling the high frequency dynamics of PP.
Alternative methods are based on oxygen sensors and infer PP from diel oxygen variation.

To explore the interplay between biogeochemical and physical processes, and in particular PP in large
lakes, we have deployed in October 2018 a sophisticated autonomous profiler mounted with optical sensors to
measure inherent water optical properties in Lake Geneva. They record backscattering and fluorescence at specific
wavelengths as proxies for the composition of suspended particles (phytoplankton and heterotrophic bacteria
biomasses), light absorption, attenuation, and backscattering across the visible spectrum, and dissolved oxygen
and temperature. The profiler records all parameters every three hours over the top 50 m of the water column with
a 10 cm resolution, and provides unprecedented detailed information on temporal and vertical variability of biotic
and abiotic processes.

Preliminary results show that primary producers’ signature on optical properties is large at the sub-daily
scale despite low primary production rates in winter. The high vertical resolution of temperature and oxygen pro-
files allows us to quantify heat and air-water gas fluxes. This in-situ data will be combined with three-dimensional
hydrodynamic modelling of Lake Geneva (www.meteolakes.ch), and remotely sensed optical properties to upscale
PP estimates from local to basin-scale.


